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Due to his
lighthearted nature
disguised underneath
his tough-guy
persona, it's not
surprising to find Mr.
T would often joke
about his diagnosis.
The irony was not
lost on him that his
specific type of
cancer was called "Tcell.". Thanks to his
football skills,
Lawrence Tureaud
(now Mr. T) earned a
scholarship to play
ball for Prairie View
A&M University in
Prairie View, Texas.
At the historically
Black public
university, Mr. T
majored in
mathematics until he
was expelled after
freshman year. By
Jake Schroeder Last
Updated March 25,
2020. The
information on this
page is not intended
as an endorsement
or recommendation
of any particular
franchise by
Entrepreneur Media.
Our franchise listings
and rankings are
solely research tools
you can use to
compare franchise
operations.
Entrepreneur
stresses that you
should always
conduct your own
independent
investigation before
investing in a
franchise. That
should include
reviewing the
franchisor's legal
documents,
consulting with an

attorney and an
accountant, and
talking to former and
current franchisees.
This Newly
Renovated Hotel Was
a "Green Book" Stop.
How to Live a Full
Life (Without
Compromising on
What Truly Matters).
Impact Dell's new
prototype laptop
shows how easy it
could be to repair
and recycle
electronics. CM Smith
A technologist and
writer who shares
advice on personal
productivity,
creativity and how to
use technology to get
things done. Read full
profile. He is a
member of an
international antique
Christmas
collectibles
organization In a
Facebook live chat
with Tammy Boruff of
Best of Boonville,
Bradley revealed that
he is a member of
the Golden Glow of
Christmas Past.
According to its
Instagram page, it is
"world's largest
organization for
collectors, dealers
and historians of
antique and vintage
Christmas
decorations." Each
summer, members
are invited to a Glow
convention to
indulge, connect, and
trade all things
Christmas. The
organization also
publishes a trade
magazine and has a
vintage Christmas
marketplace on
Facebook where
members get
exclusive access to
rare Christmas finds.
How This TikToker
Traded a Bobby Pin
for a House. What
Supplements Should I
Take Daily To Stay
Healthy?. From Spy
Hard to Inspector

Gadget and Blossom
to Malcolm in the
Middle, Mr. T would
appear as himself
and earn huge
laughs. TEENren who
were born after
Rocky III 's release.
How to Increase
Mental Focus and
Stay Sharp. Fast
Company Magazine A
closer look at the
world's highest
horizontal
skyscraper. Seeing so
many people lose
everything they've
ever owned impacted
the star in ways he
never anticipated.
Looking down and
seeing his hundreds
of thousands of
dollars' worth of
jewelry now rubbed
him the wrong way,
so he decided to
shed this trademark
feature of his
appearance once and
for all. Three Billion
New Capitalists: The
Great Shift of Wealth
and Power to the
East (to be published
in June by Basic
Books) is by Clyde
Prestowitz, president
of the Economic
Strategy Institute and
a former Commerce
Dept. official in the
Reagan
Administration. This
content is imported
from Instagram. You
may be able to find
the same content in
another format, or
you may be able to
find more
information, at their
web site. House
Beautiful participates
in various affiliate
marketing programs,
which means we may
get paid commissions
on editorially chosen
products purchased
through our links to
retailer sites. What
Supplements Should I
Take Daily To Stay
Healthy?. In 1970, he
legally changed his
last name to T. Now

officially Mr. T, the
young man formerly
known as Lawrence
Tero felt his new
name allowed him to
immediately receive
the respect he
deserved. Not the
herald of the bright
and cloudless
civilization of the
future, Mr. Churchill
is preoccupied by his
own vivid world, and
it is doubtful how far
he has ever been
aware of what
actually goes on in
the heads and hearts
of others. He does
not react, he acts; he
does not mirror, he
affects others and
alters them to his
own powerful
measure. Writing of
Dunkirk he says:
"Had I at this juncture
faltered at all in the
leading of the nation,
I should have been
hurled out of office. I
was sure that every
Minister was ready to
be killed quite soon,
and have all his
family and
possessions
destroyed, rather
than give in. In this
the represented the
House of Commons
and almost all the
people. It fell to me
in these coming days
and months to
express their
sentiments on
suitable occasions.
This I was able to do
because they were
mine also. There was
a white glow,
overpowering,
sublime, which ran
through our island
from end to end."
And on the twentyeighth of June of that
year he told Lord
Lothian, then
ambassador in
Washington, "Your
mood should be
bland and
phlegmatic. No one is
downhearted here.".
Coming off the

success of Be
Somebody or Be
Somebody's Fool!,
Mr. T doubled down
on home media with
the release of Mr. T's
Commandments. In a
similar vein as Be
Somebody. , the
album instructed
TEENren to keep
away from drugs and
stay in school. After
fully recovering from
T-cell lymphoma in
the mid-90s, Mr. T
continued to book
television
commercial on top of
television
commercial instead
of returning to acting.
As it turns out, the
laid-back nature of
advertisement shoots
was preferable for
the actor (then in his
late 40s by 2000).
How to Beat
Procrastination: 29
Simple Tweaks to
Make. Holiday Home
Makeover With Mr.
Christmas is now
streaming on Netflix.
Is Holiday Home
Makeover with Mr.
Christmas worth
watching? Absolutely.
With only four
episodes, it's a nice
and easy watch that
will get you in the
spirit of Christmas
after a wildly
unpredicatable year.
Not only will you feel
warm and fuzzy
inside as you watch
families receive
magical makeovers,
but Bradley will
provide tips in order
to help us all take
our home decorating
and traditions to the
next level. Impact
Utrecht wants to be
the first city to use its
electric car fleet as a
giant battery. Create
a unique and hard to
guess "base
password" and then a
pattern to use for
each site you logon
onto. For instance a
base password could

be "Ih2BaSwAa" (this
stands for "I have two
brothers and sisters
who are annoying").
Then you would add
something "site
specific" to the end of
it. For Twitter
Ih2BaSwAaTWTTR,
Facebook
Ih2BaSwAaFCBK, etc.
This is sort of
unsecure, but
probably more
secure than 99% of
the passwords out
there. News Kronos
ransomware attack:
The nightmare that
could hit paychecks
right before
Christmas.
Everything You Need
to Know About
Netflix's Newest Star
Benjamin Bradley,
aka "Mr. Christmas".
Can You Find the Lost
Dog Among the Polar
Bears?. The actionpacked and socially
conscious program
followed Mr. T as T.S.
Turner and Alex
Amini as Amy Taler.
After Turner was
framed for a crime
and Taler helped set
him free, the two
teamed up to help
stop crime as
cunning private
detectives. Lifehack
Reviews: 50 Best Life
Hacks for Your Life. "
Rainforest
Shmainforest " Director of the
Getting Gay With
TEENs. " Chef Goes
Nanners " - Seen
shopping at the
supermarket when
Chef talks to him.
tapes. He has also
taught his students a
few times subjects
far too advanced for
them, like Joseph
Stalin and
communism. There
have only been a few
instances, mostly in
more recent
episodes, when Mr.
Garrison has been
portrayed as more
competent as of a

teacher taught a
normal subject for a
Fourth Grade class
(many instances
being after his sex
change to a woman
and back to a man),
mostly Times Tables.
Yet he goes about it
by insulting the
TEENs when they get
an answer wrong,
which is often. It is
possible that Mr.
Garrison teaches the
students more about
pop culture because
he himself does not
know a lot about the
school curriculum, or
just does not pay
attention to it. In "
Where My Country
Gone? ", he starts to
speak out against the
undocumented
immigrants (
Canadians ) in the
country, which
results in him being
fired from South Park
Elementary. He then
starts a movement to
"fuck 'em all to
death" and to build a
wall separating the
countries; only to find
that the Canadian
President has already
built a wall to keep
out the Americans.
He sneaks into
Canada, and literally
fucks the Canadian
president to death,
which results in mass
reverseimmigrations. He
later bids in the
Presidential
Elections. In "
Sponsored Content "
at the Debate, he
suggests fucking all
the Syrian Refugees
to death, believing
they are all ISIS
soldiers. It also
seems that he has a
lot more supporters
than Hillary Clinton.
He also returns to
South Park with
Principal Victoria and
Caitlyn Jenner to stop
the town's fate of
ending. Giving drugs
to minors: In " Ike's

Wee Wee ", he gives
a bowl of marijuana
to the fourth graders
for them to smell.
Although, he did it for
educational
reference. Attempted
Murder/TEENnapping:
In " Bass to Mouth ",
Mr. Mackey with
assistance from
Principal Victoria and
Mr. Adler tries to
distract the public
from a possible
school scandal by
tying up Eric Cartman
and literally throwing
him in front of a bus.
Mr. Hankey is the
only character who
appears in the pilot
intro, but not the
pilot itself. The
Magical Helicrapter is
a small helicopter
made almost entirely
out of feces. After
Kenny dies of
boredom on the boat
in " I Should Have
Never Gone Ziplining
", Hankey rescues
the remainder of the
boys and takes them
on a ride in the
Helicrapter. Although
the Helicrapter is
almost all feces, the
boys seem unphased
by the stench. "
Damien " - Talks to
Damien about why
no one likes him. "
The Red Badge of
Gayness " - Seen as
part of Cartman's
drunken army of
male soldiers. " Chef
Aid " - (Cameo) Seen being carried
by the crowd. "
Proper Condom Use "
- Forms a sexual
relationship with Ms.
Choksondik and
teaches the boys of
the fourth-grade sex
education. He ran for
President in Season
Nineteen, eventually
gaining the
Republican
nomination. He
became elected as
President of the
United States in the
Season Twenty

episode " Oh, Jeez "
and appears as the
45th President of the
United States from
Seasons Twenty-One
to Twenty-Three.
However, in the
Season Twenty-Four
episode " South ParQ
Vaccination Special ",
he returned to South
Park to continue his
work as a 4th grade
teacher. Mr. Mackey:
"Why, Clyde? Why
did you do it?" Clyde:
"I don't know." Mr.
Mackey: "You got a
whole school here,
Clyde! M'kay? You
got over three
hundred people that
need to use the boys'
room. Then, you
decide you're gonna
be a comedian,
m'kay, and pinch
one-off in the urinal,
and leave it layin'
there for everyone to
have to look at!
Okay, okay, you think
it's funny, but
nobody else does!
They gotta walk in
that bathroom and
see your rancid dook
propped up against
the back of the urinal
like a brown rag doll!
Principal Victoria:
"Mr. Mackey, Clyde's
parents are here."
Mr. Mackey: "M'kay,
that's good! Let's see
what your mom and
dad have to say
about your little
poopscapade! Come
on in, please. I'm just
trying to get your son
to explain why he
would drop a dook in
the urinal!". "M'kay,
m'kay.". A song
entitled " Mr. Hankey,
the Christmas Poo "
was released on CD
and cassette,
alongside the song, "
Simultaneous ". In
Season Twenty, Mr.
Garrison's
appearance changed
to include an artificial
tan, and a hairstyle
resembling that of
Donald Trump, since

he substitutes Trump
for the Republican
candidate for the
presidential election.
As President of the
United States,
Garrison wore a darkblue suit with a red
tie and white shirt. In
" Put It Down ", he is
shown to no longer
wear his glasses in
his Twitter picture,
though he wears
them again in " Sons
A Witches ",
suggesting he only
takes them off for
pictures. " Cherokee
Hair Tampons " Advises Herbert
Garrison to write a
novel after he loses
his job as a teacher.
During her
introduction in "
Fourth Grade ", Mr.
Mackey finds Ms.
Choksondik, like the
other teachers,
disgusting, especially
her sagging breasts.
However, in " Proper
Condom Use " Ms.
Choksondik taught
the girls about sex,
and Mr. Mackey
taught the boys. The
two start to talk
personally with each
other, and this
ultimately led to the
two of them having
intercourse. Indeed,
after Ms.
Choksondik's corpse
was studied in " The
Simpsons Already Did
It ", Mr. Mackey's
semen was found in
her stomach. The
news anchor explains
that the semen was
not what killed her,
leaving the audience
to presume that Ms.
Choksondik took
some irony to her
name and died
choking on Mr.
Mackey's penis.
Herbert Garrison,
who was also known
as Janet Garrison
after a sex-change
operation, is a 4th
grade teacher at
South Park

Elementary. He first
appears in the
Season One episode,
" Cartman Gets an
Anal Probe ", and is
voiced by Trey
Parker. After Ms.
Choksondik 's death,
Garrison was
promoted as the
Fourth Grade teacher
and was reunited
with his old class. He
had started a new
relationship with a
man called Mr. Slave,
who in the episode "
The Death Camp of
Tolerance " was used
by Garrison to try
and get himself fired
for being gay, so that
he could sue the
school for millions of
dollars. This did not
work and The Boys
ended up getting
sent to tolerance
camp. The Boys were
released from the
camp due to his
behavior at the
Tolerance Museum
and unfortunately for
Mr. Garrison, he got
sent to the camp
himself, along with
Mr. Slave, deemed
intolerant of their
own homosexuality.
In " Mr. Garrison's
Fancy New Vagina ",
he got a sex change
operation, realizing
he was not gay, but
just a woman stuck in
a man's body and
changed her name to
Janet. This led to the
break up of her and
Mr. Slave, who said
he liked having sex
with men, not
women. It was at this
point that Mrs.
Garrison became
homophobic once
more and returned to
her original beliefs on
homosexuals. Ms.
Garrison was very
promiscuous with her
sexuality, claiming to
have let truckers 'do'
her in their trucks. "
The Scoots " Mentioned on a
poster about his

canceled Christmas
Concert. It was
implied in " Ike's Wee
Wee " that his head
size is caused due to
his tie. Yet, in " TEEN
Abduction is Not
Funny ", his parents
are shown to have
the same condition
(though this might
simply be because
they all tie their ties
too tightly.) However,
in " Proper Condom
Use ", his tie is
removed before he
and Ms. Choksondik
have intercourse, and
his head remains the
same size. This may
simply be a
continuity error or
goof, or perhaps his
tie would have to be
removed for a limited
time his head to
shrink. " Fourth
Grade " - He and
Principal Victoria and
Chef are disgusted
by Ms. Choksondik.
Mr. Hankey is also an
item in the game. In "
Mystery of the Urinal
Deuce " he shown to
be over compulsive
against people
clogging up the urinal
in the boys
bathroom. South
Park: Bigger, Longer
& Uncut, Mackey
sings his own song "
It's Easy, Mmm'kay "
to his students to
stop them from
swearing. "
Clubhouses "- Stan
Marsh is called to his
office after being
caught passing a
note. He has a verbal
tick which causes
him to almost always
insert the word
"m'kay" into his
sentences (usually at
the end or after a
clause.) This is his
most well-known
character trait. He
speaks fluent
Spanish and inserts
"m'bien", the
equivalent Spanish
word, into his
sentences when

speaking the
language, as shown
in " Rainforest
Shmainforest ".
However, in newer
seasons, he does not
seem to say "m'kay"
as much as he used
to. Community
content is available
under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise
noted. " TEEN
Abduction is Not
Funny " - Teaches the
fourth-grade class
but has trouble since
all the students have
their parents present
as well as his
parents. " Sexual
Harassment Panda " Sues Tweek for
making an
unwarranted
comment about the
shape of his ass. Mr.
Hankey first
appeared in the intro
for the " The Unaired
Pilot. His first series
appearance was in "
Mr. Hankey, the
Christmas Poo "..
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